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A primary requirement in the design of control systems is the stability 
of the operation. At the same time the quality requirements of the technical 
process to be controlled must also be satisfied by the control. These quality 
requirements prescribe on the one hand the static state (stationary error), 
on the other hand the dynamic state (controlling time, overshoot, number of 
oscillations) of the control [L 2]. 

The analysis and synthesis of linear control systems start gencrally 
in the frequency region, whereas the effective and thc prescribed quality 
characteristics may be compared by examining the dynamic behaviour of 
the control system, i.e. by turning from the frequency region into the time 
region. 

The most classic and most general way for studying the transient and 
the stationary states of t~e controlled system is to write up the differential 
equation of the system. For the deterministic ill';estigation of linear systems 
a so-called typical test signal is generally applied to the system input. In the 
case of arbitrary input signal, the output signal may he determined. 111 

knowledge of the system's weighting function. with the help of the convo
lution integral. Regarding that the setting up and solution of the differential 
equation for more complex systems, and the computation of the convolution 
integral for more complex input signals often hurts to serious difficulties, 
various methods have been developed for simplifying the investigation. 

The computational difficulties inherent with the differential equation 
mcthod and the convolution integral may be eliminated by transforming the 
differential equation describing the system into an algebraic equation with the 
help of the Fourier transformation, or of the more generally applicable Laplace 
transformation. The time behaviour of the system may he deduced by th(, 
inverse transformation of the result obtained in tht' operator region back into 
the time region. 

The computational work is greatly reduced by the Laplace transforma
tion, but the inverse transformation causes prohlems in many cases. 
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1. Determination of the time function 
of a linear control with dead time 

In the case of linear controls containing dead time delays, the inyerse 
transformation from the operator region into the time region raises no special 
problem in principle, hut its evaluation is rather lenghty. 

Let us consider e.g. the linear control 'with dead time shown in Fig. 1. 
The dependence of the controlled characteristic on the referencc signal is giyen 
hy the transfer function of the closed system: 
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1.2 

The aboye expression of Jf'(s) may lw t~xpanded in series. if the cundition 

is satisfied, as follows: 

W(s) Y-1(s)-5'[1 - Y1(s) Y~(s)e-ST [Y1(s) Y~(s)e-5TF-

[Y1(s) Yz(s)e-srp --;- ... } 

= Y1(s)e-sr ri' ( 1)1171[Y1(S)Y-Z(s)e-ST]I1-1. 
11=1 

Assuming unity fecdhack. i.e. Y 2(s) 1. (1) may he simplified to 

TF(s) = 2,' ( 1)""-1[Y1(s)e-ST ]". 
11=1 

(1) 

(2) 

By the inverse transformation of the infinite series obtained for JV(s), the 
weighting function of the system is obtained. The dynamic behaviour of 
control circuits is most often characterized by the unit step response. The unit 
step response of the linear control with dead time shown in Fig. 1 may be 
determined by utilizing (2) in the following 'way: 

v(t) L-l {~ i (- lln-1[Yl(S)e-Sr]ll} = .i ( 1)114.1 1(t - lli)V'(t -- nil, (3) 
s 11=1 n=1 
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where 

The unit step response may he produced with the cxpansion theorem in 
a form holding for multiple roots as ·well. For determining the unit step re
sponse, the inyerse Laplace transforms of as many terms are required as there 
are needed up to the stationary state. 

In many cases it is sufficient to determine the maximum overshoot 
position and yalue, hut even in this case the inyerse Laplace transforms of 
the first two or three terms arc mostly insufficicnt (demanding relatin~ly less 
comput?tion work). 

The determination of the closed system time function is lahorious hecause 
of the lengthy evaluation of the coefficients. But with the help of the digital 
computer it is simple to prepare a program giving the yalues of the time 
function coefficients for a giycn control circuit. Of course thc evaluation of the 
coefficients takes increasingly morc computer time with the increase of the 
number of the terms to he transformed in inYerse. 

The time region and operator region tests published up to the present 
are difficult to apply to the investigation of the dynamic properties of linear 
controls with dead time. Therefore in many cases empirical relations concerning 
the interrelation hetwecn the frequency function and the time function can 
be done with establishing the relationship het'Neen the maximum value of 
the closed system frequency function absolute value kIm and the unit step 
response overshoot. The value of llim may he established 'with the help of the 
constant ~11 - x curves, or the Nichols curves [1]. 

The design of the control circuits is further simplified hy the fact that 
conclusions concerning the quality characteristics may he dra,Yn already 
from the knowledge of the opened cireuit frequency characteristic curve. 
If the circle of unity radius is intersected once hy the ::\"yquist diagram of the 
opened up system-in the follo'wing we shall call this type of control a normal 
behayiour control-the maximum overshoot of the unit step response may 
he deduced from the empirical rclations hetween the phase margin ({' and the 
yalue of ~vlm [1]. 

In the following ,re shall study, for the ease of a concrete example as 
well, the yariation of the stability region of a linear control with dead time 
versus the phase margin and the time constants of the system. 

Previous papers [4·-7] have already dealt with the determination of 
the variation of the stahility region for the control with second order lag and 
dead time [G(s)], with a unit feedhack, compensated in the general case hy 
a PID element [C(s)], as shown in Fig. :2 (rr' = 0). Further papers are published 
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presenting diagrams of the variation of the stability region to provide any 
arbitrary phase margin for the control shown in Fig. 2 in case of various types 

of compensation. 

2. Determination of equations for an arbitrary phase margin 
in the case of a PID compensation 

The transcendent equation for the determination of the critical angular 

frequency, (cocr,qo' = co) to reach an arbitrary phase margin for the control 
shown in Fig. 2 can be written as follows: 

where 

X; -

:iT 
tan-1 

2CTco + tan-1 cor: 
1 TO ., 1 T;Td(l)~ 

:r+(r', (4) 
2 -(1)-

r: dead time, 
T - time constant of the element with second order lag. 

damping factor. 
After simplification and standardization we have: 

1 

[CIS) = K (1 + .l- + Td ~ I 1,5 

Cl) 
tan-1 -----

liT; 2 
(r' . 

_ e;<.p (-5 '&) 
G (5) - 1+2:rTs + T2:;2 

. 
Fig. :2 

(5) 

X2 

With the angular frequency value obtained from the iteration of the limit 
position of the stability region to reach the arhitrary phase margin is: 

(6) 

From the above forms of (5) and (6), the equations for p., PI· and PD-controls, 

with the adequate choice of Td and IjT! may be established: 

Proportional control: 
Proportional-integral control: 
Proportional-differential control: 

IjTz 0, Td 
Td = 0. 

liT! = 0. 

0, 
(7) 
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2.1. Proportional control 

The transcendent equation for the calculation of the angular frequency 
determining the reaching of the arbitrary phase margin, by utilizing relatios 
(5) and (7) is: 

(8) 

Fig, 3, Proportional control 

Thc value of (J) = (ocr", ohtaincd by iterating (8) substituted into relationship 
(6) utilizing that Td liT; = 0 - the limit position of the stability region 
is: 

1
((-1 ·-""T" "-)') (";;:-T-)'; (J) - -(J)- - .::.; co - • (9) 

Figs 3 to 8 present the values of K = K eT ,,!' in the region of 0.01 
/ TIT 100 for damping factor values' 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 2, for phase 

margin q/ = 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°. The diagrams were plotted with the values 
of the critical loop gain for g;' = 0°, in conformity with [5]. 

From the figures the follo\ving conclusions may he drawn: 
a) For high dead time values the loop gain tends to 1,-as expected

independently of the ~ and q/ values, 
h) For low dead time values the stability region keeps decreasing ,\-ith 

the increase of the phase margin. 
c) For yalues of, 0.7 in the region 0.5 TIT 2 the dashed func-

tional relationship K K( TIT) does not correspond to the stahility region 

2 Periodica Polytcchnica 15/3. 
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limit to reach the phase margin q' = 30c , 45c , 60:::, 75:::. For the time constant 
yalu",s belonging to these clashed sections, the control behaves anormally 
(see item 1). The loop gain satisfying the arbitrary quality requirements 

101----

0,01 

2:]0 

ff' 
\{ 

10 10e T 
I'ig. 6. Proportiollul ('ontrol 

c ',:,. - Pl'upurtiollul control 

0:) giying th,: limit position of the stability Tegion. 

cl) In the cas, fl1 " : . 0.7 the loop gain shows a minimum fOT TiT 1 
yaluc;; independclltly of the phase margin yalui:. Thi: position and the yalue 
of th,: minimum j~ ('Hsijy detnmincd hy extrnnc -:alue calculations. The 
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ohtained minimum positions are: 

wr 
and 

wr 

T T 

respectively. The minima of the loop gain are: 

')1: ](1 -- I:~ ancI '\..- - 1 -~ J - .1' min - , 

respectively. 

K 

Fig. 8. Proportional control 

2.2. Integral control 

The transcendent cquation used for determining the angular frequency 
C'jcr,q, = (,) helonging to the phase margm of the required yalue IS: 

(10) 

The relationship of the time constants belonging to the phase margm with 
the giyen angular frequency value ohtained by iterating the equation at an 
arhitran- accuracv may he determined from 

1 -(~1 -- T" ")" , (" ~T )" (or ,-- -w~ - - ::.~ CI)- (11) 

where T[ is the integral time constant. 
The r!TJ(r/T; C; q;') curves determined by using Eqs (10) and (11) and 

plotted with the help of a digital computer are shown in Figs 9 to 14. 
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The following properties may be read off the diagrams: 

a) For TIT -;- 0, the functional relationship TITJ = G( TIT) is linear, there
fore the functional relationship G = G(~: (P') must be satisfied. 

h) For T!T ->- = TITJ, er ->- (::I/2 q '), whatewer the C value. 
c) For low values of the damping factor and dead time, the control is of 

anormal behaviour (see item 1). 
The first two statements are easily admitted. 

For low values of TjT the dead time is negligihle in comparison to the 

element with second order lag and the integral element. The transfer func
tion is 

Y(s) 
1 

sTJ 1 

1 

After the s = jOJ suhstitution and standardization the frequency function is: 

For reaching an arhitrary phase margin, the equality 

must be satisfied. 

, "'V(. ) i JO"(W) 
i.L Jco le' 

From thc equality of the phase angles ,re have: 

90" - rr' . 

(12) 

(13) 

From the resulting quadratic equation, the real solution of the angular fre

quency, after standardization and simplification, IS: 

whcre 

1 

T tan (900 

On the basis of (14) we can write: 

(OT 

tan (90 0 
- rp') 

FC- ') T !,; rp T' 

1 
. F(C; rp'), 

T 
(14) 

(15) 

From the equality of the absolute values and utilizing (12), (13) and (15), 
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after standardization denoting F = F(~; cp')-'we have: 

From (16) it is seen that when TIT-- 0, then 

G(~; rr') T 
T 

which is in agreement with our statement under a). 

(16) 

(17) 

In the case of TIT -'=, the controlled section may he suhstituted by 
an element with pure dead time. For Teaching an arbitrary phase margin, 
the equation 

Y(jw) ( 18) 

must be satisfied. From the equality of the phase angles 

2 
r( . (19) (})T 

From the equality of the ahsolute values and using (19) \\'e hayf'. for TIT -> = 

(20) 

which is in agreement with our statf';llent under h). 
It is 'worfhwhil" to note that for the eyaluatioll of the angular frequency 

determining the yaluf' of T/Ti , some numerical method must he u'3ed to solve 
the transcendent equation (8) producing it. This is a loather l"nghty op('ratioll 
even ,~ith a digital computer, aI' it may he cli\'ergent if th(~ initial ,'alu(' for 
the iteration process has heen impToperly ehosen. 

In the present case the determination of the iuitial Y<lInt' is greati:-
facilitated hy (H), (17) and (19). (20). respectivt'ly. Let us dctermine on the 
hasis of Fig. 15 the intersection B of the straight liu<e helonging 
to the high dead time values with the linear approximation helonging to the 
low dead time values. Let us ehoose for initial valucs for the numerical solution 
of the transcendent equation (8) the follo\\'ing (!) 0 radian frequency values: 

F(C; cp') 

T 
for 
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and 

for B TIT co, 
2 

res pectively. 
By choosing an arbitrary llulllericallllethod for the solution of the trans

cendent equations and by substituting the values of (21). a convergent solution 

is obtained. 

't/li 

11 i II1 

tjJ'= 
D° 

30° 
t,5° 

60° 

75° 

0,7 

DOO; '--_-'-__ -'--'--'-'-___ -'--L_---'-'-____ ~ __ ....L _______ .J c-
aC1 01 10 10n ; 

1'h" data in Figs 9 to 1-1 were detnmilu'(l lmd('r tile aLoY(' cUllsidera-

tjun~ by a digital computeT. For th(' ,:"llltioH of (8). the ::'\("wton-Raphson 

iteratioll fornlula ' .. ~a5 ehosen. 
Th(' PROCEDrRE written ill th(' ALGOL program language for the 

determination of the stability region permitting to reach an arbitrary phase 
margin of a liuear CUll Lrul "ith sccoud order lag and dead time, with a unit feed
hack and integral compensation, is found in thl' Appendix. The procedure is 
suitabl!' for the determination of the stability region limit position (q' = OC) 
as well. For this purpose the relationship giv{'n in [.5] was utilized, according 

to which 

for TiT -~ O. 
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Fig. la. Integral cor:trol 

- rfJ'= 
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Fig. 11. Integral control 
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Fig. 13. Integral control 
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This was necessary because Eq. (14) used for the approximation of 
the angular frequency for low dead time yalues becomes meaningless for 

rp' = 0°. 

r:-/Tj d° 

30° 
45' 

60° 

75' 

1),1 

0,01 

0,01 0,1 ICO + 

f3 

Conclusions 

As it has hePll already established in [5], in the case of a linear control 
with second order lag and dpad tinlt'. wi~h a unit feedback, the choicp of 
a control compensated in series by a proportional element is adyised for lo·w 
dead time yalues (see Diagram ~ in [5] and Diagrams 3 to 8 in this paper), 
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while a control compensated by an integral element connected in series proves 
to be more advantageous for high dead time values, a::: seen from Fig. 7 in 
[5] and Figs 9 to 14 in this paper. 

A further ach-antage of the diagrams presented in this paper is that 
IT 

when the phase margin value is chosen higher than 6 ' a control system satisfy-

ing also the quality requirements of the control can be constructed. 
In subsequent papers we shall study the pattern of the diagrams deter

mining stability regions which permit to reach an arbitrary phase margin 
when the series compensation is clone by proportional-pI us-integral (PI), 
proportional-pI us-differential (PD) ancl proportional-plus-integral-plus-diffe
rential (PID) elements, respectively. 

Appendix 

Procedure in the ALGOL program language for determining the stability 
region of a linear control system with second order lag and dead time with 
a unit feedback compensated by an integral element cOIlllf'cted in series, 
to reach an arbitrary phase margin. 

PROCEDURE I:\TEGRAL (FIP]\L lET A. OMEGA, K): 
V,ILUE FIP1\I. ZETA, REAL FIPM. ZETA, A. OMEGA, K: 

BEGLV REAL Z, Y, W. ML M:2, T, J\I3, B. F. M4, 1\1.3. M6. }1-:-. FL DFI; 
l: = 3.14159h (90--FIP.M)J180; 
IF FIP.M 0 THK\ Y: = SI:\(Z)'COS(Z): 

W: 3.H1593 * (1-FIPMJ130): 
lVII: 2" lETA: .:'le: = ZETA "2; T: = l/A: :.\13: = :'.11 ,,·T; 
IF FIP}\I 0 THE.\- BEGFY B: 1.570796/311: 

GOTO LI 
E,-YD 

ELSE F: ( -ZETA SQ HT(.M2 Y A :2))Y; 
B: Z,FSQRT((l Fi2)[2"1 (::,.IL:-F) "2; 

L-1: IF A / B THE.V BEGI_\- IF FIP}I 0 THE.\' BEGP.,· 

Ec",iD 
ELSE OlVIEGA: = Z: 

OMEGA: = A; 
GOrO L3 
El\'n 

ELSE O:VIEGA.: F *A 

L3:.M4: = l\I3* OMEGA; l\I5: (T* OYIEGA) t 2; }16: 1 M5; 
IF M6 0 THE.i.V BEGIN M7: = 1.570796; 

GOTO L1 
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END; 
]\17: = ARCTAN(M4j:M6); 
IF 1\'17 < 0 THEN lVI7: 1\17, 3.14.1593; 

L1:FI: = 1.570796 + OMEGA M7; 
IF ABS(FI - W) 10 -6 THE1V GOTO L2 

ELSE 
DFI: = 1 (Mh (1 + M5))/(M6t :2 + lVI4 t 2); 
OMEGA: = OMEGA - (FI - W)jDFI; GOTO L3; 

L2: K: = OlVIEGA* SQRT(M6 12 M4j2) 
END INTEGRAL; 

Summary 

The variation of the stability region permitting to reach an arbitrary phase margin qJ 
of a linear control system v,:ith second order lag and dead time with a unit feedback and in 
the general case with a series PID (proportional-plus-integral-plus-differential) compensation 
is determined and diagrams produced with the help of a digital compnter for proportional 
P and integral I compensations, respectively, are presented for the region 0.01 ;;:;; TiT = lOO, 
where T represents the dead time and T, the time constant of the second order lag. The damping 
factor ~, varies between 0.1 and 2. The variations of the stability region are given by the 
diagrams for the values rp' = 0, :r/6, er!'1, er/3, 5er/12 of the phase margin. 
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